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Streetwise Central Park Map - Laminated Pocket Map of Manhattan Central Park, New York for
TravelThis map includes the following:Manhattan Central Park Map with sites and street
index.Central Park is at the very heart of New York, both geographically and emotionally. Like the
Statue of Liberty, it is one of the great symbols of New York City. And as one of the world's great
urban parks, Central Park combines great natural beauty within the concrete jungle of Manhattan.
There are areas of quiet solitude such as the Shakespeare Garden, as well as open areas like the
Sheep Meadow that fill to capacity and pulse with energy during concert and events.The
STREETWISE Central Park Map depicts all roads and all the walking, running, and horse trails
throughout the Park. Major sites and points of interest within the park are also identified. Museums
located in or alongside the park like the Metropolitan, Frick and Guggenheim are also shown on the
map. The map conveniently folds into thirds so it's only a bit bigger than a credit card, perfect for
slipping into your pocket if you're out for a run. Lamination ensures that even the most vigorous
workout or the rainiest of weather won't leave you stranded. Whether you are walking, jogging, or
simply hanging out, this durable and detailed Central Park map is an invaluable resource which will
make you a master of Central Park.The STREETWISE Manhattan Central Park Map is one of
hundreds of detailed and easy-to-read maps designed and published by STREETWISE.Â For a
larger selection of our detailed travel maps simply type STREETWISE MAPS into the search bar.Â
And don't forget to check out our regular STREETWISE Manhattan map.Â It's the number 1 best
selling Manhattan travel map on .com
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Though we have been to Central Park many times and know it well - how convenient the Streetwise
Central Park pocket map was to us. Durable, easy to read and compact. Helped us to plan and
organize our visit - especially useful when we are riding bikes through the park. Shows where all the
rest rooms are as well as food. Love the outer grid showing where all the museums, well know
restaurants and other points of interest are located. Such a big use for such a small price.

Not as much level of detail as greentrailmaps, but enough to get around and is very convenient
(pocketable), laminated and it's also much cheaper. Does not show dirt paths or distances or
indicate bridges/arches, and doesn't name all the playgrounds (although it does show them). This is
a good map to have for navigating your way around CP.

Bought this for my teenager who loves Central Park, which is about 1800 miles away from where we
live. Very well made map, clear, easy to read. My daughter loves it. It should last her a lifetime or
two.

This was very useful for our 5-day trip. I think there might be a few things that it doesn't have
labeled, but it has all of the main attractions labeled very clearly. It looks basically brand new after
being folded, unfolded, put in pockets and wallets and bags. It was well worth the money. Highly
recommend even in our day of digital -- I would look on my phone and my husband would use the
map and vise versa. Worked great!

I purchased this for guests visiting from out of town and they loved it. With all the winding,
criss-crossing pathways, it can be tough even for a local to find a particular spot in Central Park
unless they already know where it is. This map is perfect for any visitor that doesn't want to walk in
circles on the hunt for Belvedere Castle and the like, and is much better than trying to finagle with
some of those Central Park phone apps. Central Park does have large maps similar to this one
sprinkled throughout the park, but it's one of those things that you see everywhereâ€”until you
actually need one.The map is actually double sided, with half the park on the front, and the other
half on the back. Though the icons and font are still quite small (remember it tri-folds into a "pocket
map"), the fact that it is spread out on both sides of the map makes it large enough to be readable
for most. I haven't cross-checked every label with every icon, but as far as I can tell everything is
accurate. It even lists the streets around the perimeter of the map to give you a better idea of where

you are.I'll definitely buy a few more of these for future guests!

Helped us on our grand adventure in Central Park. Liked the details. Purchased it because it's
laminated, but the lamination should be run beyond the edges, so water cannot seep in between the
layers.

I love Central Park and this map lets me get more out of every visit. I wish more paths were shown
but there are enough to keep you on track while keeping the map legible and an easy-to-carry size.
Really handy that it marks locations of restrooms, park entrances, and streets and museums
adjoining the park (except for Museo del Barrio being shown 1 block too far north as another
reviewer pointed out). They should have shaded in the ball fields in the North Meadow and Great
Lawn like Google Maps does.

Be sure to wear your glasses, this thing is SMALL! About the size of a half sheet of paper.
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